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Hormesis
Low-Level Laser Therapy Fluence and Physiological Responses
INTRODUCTION
A rhetorical question with an apparent immediate and obvious response:
Is the eating of fruits and vegetables good for you?
Unexpectedly, the best answer apparently is:
“Yes, to a point.”
Dr. Mark P. Mattson has a PhD in Biology. He is Chief of the Laboratory of
Neurosciences at the National Institute on Aging, and Professor of Neuroscience at
Johns Hopkins University. He is Editor-in-Chief of Ageing Research Reviews and
NeuroMolecular Medicine, a Section Editor for Neurobiology of Aging, and an
Associate Editor for Trends in Neurosciences.
The July 2015 issue of the journal Scientific American has an article by Dr.
Mattson, titled (1):
Toxic Chemicals in Fruits and Vegetables Are What Give Them Their Health
Benefits
In this article, Dr. Mattson explains why the consumption of fruits and
vegetables are at first good, but then become bad. He notes that consumption of
fruits and vegetables “provide health benefits when consumed in modest amounts
but become incresingly noxious at high levesl, a process called hormesis.”
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In 2008, Dr. Mattson published an article in the journal Ageing Research
Review, titled (2):
Hormesis Defined
In this article, Dr. Mattson states:
“Hormesis is a term used by toxicologists to refer to a biphasic dose
response to an environmental agent characterized by a low dose
stimulation or beneficial effect and a high dose inhibitory or toxic
effect.”
“Thus, a short working definition of hormesis is: a process in which
exposure to a low dose of a chemical agent or environmental factor
that is damaging at higher doses induces an adaptive beneficial effect
on the cell or organism.”
Dr. Mattson continues to explain why hormesis is a fundamental concept in
evolutionary biology. He notes, “thousands of published articles include data
showing biphasic responses of cells or organisms to chemicals or changing
environmental conditions.” He emphasizes that hormesis is also implicated in the
actions of a number of complementary and alternative health care disciplines.
•••••
A leader in the concept of hormesis is Edward J. Calabrese, PhD. Dr.
Calabrese is Professor of Toxicology at the University of Massachusetts’ School of
Public Health. A PubMed search of the National Library of Medicine (12/01/15) using
the key words “calabrese ej AND hormesis” locates 111 citations. A representative
article by Dr. Calabrese from 2004 was published in the journal European Molecular
Biology Organization, and is titled (3):
Hormesis: A Revolution in Toxicology, Risk Assessment and Medicine
In this article, Dr. Calabrese contrasts linear biological exposures v. hormetic
biological exposures. He concludes that the hormetic model “is real and
generalizable, as well as toxicologically and biologically significant.” He presents
evidence to support the hormetic model “clearly outperforms” the outdated linear
model, stating:
“Substantial evidence now exists to support the scientific advantage
of the hormetic model over its competitors.”
Dr. Calabrese concludes that the concept of hormesis has very important
implications for the field of clinical medicine.
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Hormesis is a phenomenon of dose-response relationships in which something
that produces harmful biological effects at moderate to high doses may produce
beneficial effects at low doses (4). Hormesis indicates a favorable biological
response to low exposures of chemicals or other stressors, but an opposite harmful
effect in large doses. The hormetic phenomenon is often referred to as a “Biphasic
Dose Response.” The hormetic curve appears “bell-shaped.”

German pharmacologist Hugo Schulz first described the hormetic
physiological phenomenon in 1888, which was soon supported by the work of
German physician Rudolph Arndt. Their work gave rise to the Arndt-Schulz Rule.
The term “hormesis” was coined and used for the first time in the journal
Phytopathology in 1943 (5). A search of the national Library of Medicine (12/01/15)
using the key word “hormesis” in PubMed locates 1,285 citations.
The phenomenon of hormesis is applied to numerous experiences, including
heat, toxins, alcohol, food intake, exercise, radiation, etc. For this discussion, it is
also applied to photon exposure from Low-Level Laser Therapy.
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LASER APPLICATIONS
The US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) first granted a 510(k) market
clearance for low-level laser therapy in 2002 (6). The study submitted to achieve
the FDA 510(k) market clearance status involved a group of 50 patients treated for
musculoskeletal neck and shoulder pain. The laser used was a 635 nm wavelength
line laser using 5 mW of power, applied for 3 minutes over the area of complaint.
The laser group showed a 66% improvement in pain and range of motion as
compared to the placebo group following a single 3-minute exposure (7).
The 2002 book by Jan Tuner and Lars Hode, titled Laser Therapy: Clinical
Practice and Scientific Background (6), contains 1,281 references. The authors note
that the treatment dose or fluence is the most important treatment parameter.
Specifically they state:
“Biostimulatory effects of laser are governed by the Arndt-Schulz
law of biology, i.e. weak stimuli excite physiological activity, strong
stimuli retard it. Many therapists have the feeling that the more
energy the better the result. But as can be seen from the diagram
below, what was originally a stimulating laser dose may become an
inhibitory dose if you continue the irradiation beyond the optimum
value.”
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Tuner and Hode also note:
“If a dose above the highest one suitable is administered, weaker or
no biological effects will result. With an even greater dose, the biosuppressive range is entered (inhibiting effect result.)”
•••••
In 2004, an article published in the journal Biochemistry and titled
“Photobiological Principles of Therapeutic Applications of Laser Radiation,” the
authors note (8):
The positive action of laser biostimulation is changed “into inhibition
of vital activity processes” under large doses of laser radiation,
“which is a main hindrance to a successful application of laser
therapy and a cause of disappointment.”
•••••
James L. Oschman, PhD, has a doctorate in Biological Sciences. In 2000 he
published the book Energy Medicine: The Scientific Basis, in which he notes (9):
“Biological systems respond paradoxically to electrical fields: In living
systems, extremely weak electrical fields have potent effects, while
strong fields may render little or no response.”
In 2006, Dr, Oschman authored an article titled “The Biological Basis of Low
Level Laser Light Therapy” (10). In this article, Dr. Oschman discusses the details
of quantum physics and quantum biology. He notes:
“Quantum physics is regarded as ‘the most precisely tested and most
successful theory in the history of science’. Quantum mechanics is
distinctly different from the older and more familiar Newtonian
mechanics, and gives a more precise picture of the structure and
behavior of matter, including living matter.”
Dr. Oschman is critical of Newtonian mechanistic thinking when applied to
therapeutic laser therapy. He explains that Newtonian mechanistic thinking has now
been supplanted by non-linear dynamics and quantum physics, noting:
“There is an important distinction between linear and non-linear
systems. Linear systems are Newtonian.”
When Newtonian linear thinking is “applied to living systems and to
medicine, we tend to think that the absence of a clinical effect may
mean that we have not applied enough force or our dosage is too low.
Linear systems tend to respond slowly to large stimuli, and larger
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stimuli are expected to produce larger responses.”
There is a “subtle non-linear aspect of living systems. Non-linear
systems actually respond rapidly to tiny stimuli.” “This is, of course,
counter intuitive.”
“Much of the confusion around low level light therapy stems from a
lack of appreciation of the well established non-linear aspects of
living systems.”
“Small doses or forces of energies stimulate functions in the living
organism with little or no inhibition. Larger doses or forces of
energies initially stimulate and then equally inhibit function. Very
large forces of energies dramatically stimulate function for a very
short time only and then dramatically and for long periods of time
inhibit [function], even to the point of death.”
“Living systems are profoundly non-linear, as was documented by
the research of Ilya Prigogine (Nobel Prize [Chemistry] 1977).”
Dr. Oschman applies these principles to low-level laser therapy, noting that
cells are responsive to very low levels of light, particularly if the light is pulsed on
and off. He specifically states:
“Optimal results with light therapy take place when the light is of low
intensity (does not heat tissues), short duration, and pulsed on and
off.”
“These conclusions are significant because some have suggested that
a low level laser can have no biological effect because the energy
levels are too low to heat the tissues. The work of modern non-linear
dynamics and quantum coherence show that the opposite is true:
very low levels of light or other forms of energy can produce
significant biological effects, and these responses can avalanche
through the organism from atom to atom, molecule to molecule, and
cell to cell, creating a chain reaction of effects.”
•••••
In 2009, researchers from Harvard and Boston University published an article
in the journal Dose Response, titled (11):
Biphasic Dose Response in Low Level Light Therapy
Following an extensive review of the literature, these authors make several
key points pertaining to the application of low-level laser therapy, as follows:
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“The use of low levels of visible or near infrared light for reducing
pain, inflammation and edema, promoting healing of wounds, deeper
tissues and nerves, and preventing cell death and tissue damage has
been known for over forty years since the invention of lasers.”
“The biochemical mechanisms underlying the positive effects are
incompletely understood, and the complexity of rationally choosing
amongst a large number of illumination parameters such as
wavelength, fluence, power density, pulse structure and treatment
timing has led to the publication of a number of negative studies as
well as many positive ones.”
“A biphasic dose response has been frequently observed where low
levels of light have a much better effect on stimulating and repairing
tissues than higher levels of light. The so-called Arndt-Schulz curve is
frequently used to describe this biphasic dose response.”
“A ‘biphasic’ curve can be used to illustrate the expected dose
response to light at a subcellular, cellular, tissue or clinical level.
Simply put, it suggests that if insufficient energy is applied there will
be no response (because the minimum threshold has not been met),
if more energy is applied then a threshold is crossed and
biostimulation is achieved but when too much energy is applied then
the stimulation disappears and is replaced by bioinhibition instead.”
“The repeated observations that have been made of the biphasic dose
response phenomenon in LLLT require some explanation. The natural
assumption that is frequently made is, that if a small dose of red or
near infrared light produces a significant therapeutic effect, then a
larger dose should produce an even more beneficial effect. This
natural assumption is frequently not the case.”
“The biphasic dose response of LLLT is the idea that the protective
and stimulatory effects of light occur at low doses, but there is an
additional pathway that leads to damaging effects of light that only
occurs at high doses, and effectively overwhelms the beneficial
effects of low doses of light.”
“LLLT delivered at low doses tends to work better than the same
wavelength delivered at high levels, which illustrates the basic
concept of biphasic dose response or hormesis.”
“In general, fluences of red or NIR as low as 3 or 5 J/cm2 will be
beneficial in vivo, but a large dose like 50 or 100 J/cm2 will lose the
beneficial effect and may even become detrimental.”
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“The concept of biphasic dose response or LLLT hormesis (low levels
of light are good for you, while high levels are bad for you) will
remain.”
••••
In 2011, these same authors (from #11) updated their 2009 article, again
published in the journal Dose Response, and titled (12):
Biphasic Dose Response in Low Level Light Therapy – An Update
This article is a significant review of the literature pertaining to the hormetic
response of low-level laser therapy. These authors suggest that some negative
studies pertaining to the application of low-level laser therapy could be explained by
the researchers not understanding the hormetic nature of lasers and thus exceeding
the optimum fluence. They further state:
“The biphasic dose-response or Arndt-Schulz curve in LLLT has been
shown both in vitro studies and in animal experiments. This review
will provide an update to our previous coverage of this topic.”
“Transcranial LLLT for traumatic brain injury (TBI) in mice shows a
distinct biphasic pattern with peaks in beneficial neurological
effects.”
“The number of instances of biphasic dose response reported in the
LLLT literature is increasing as time progresses. This increase may be
due to an increasing realization that the phenomenon is real, and
thus prompting investigators to look for it.”
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SUPPORTAVE LASER STUDIES
Studies that compare different levels of laser influence on a variety of
pathological entities tend to support the concept of hormesis.
A 2006 study by Patricia Carrinho and colleagues compared the tissue repair
of injured mouse tendons when treated with either a 685 nm laser or an 830 nm
laser, each at fluences of both 3 J/cm2 and 10 J/cm2. Their study was published in
the journal Photomedicine and Laser Surgery and titled (13):
Comparative Study Using 685-nm and 830-nm Lasers in the Tissue Repair
of Tenotomized Tendons in the Mouse
This study used 48 mice that were divided into six experimental groups:
Group A, tenotomized animals, treated with 685 nm laser, at the dosage of
3 J/cm2.
Group B, tenotomized animals, treated with 685-nm laser, at the dosage of
10 J/cm2.
Group C, tenotomized animals, treated with 830-nm laser, at dosage of 3 J/cm2.
Group D, tenotomized animals, treated with 830-nm laser, at dosage of 10 J/cm2.
Group E, injured control (placebo treatment).
Group F, non-injured standard control.
Laser irradiation started 24 h after the tenotomy of the Achilles tendon. A
total of 12 laser sessions were performed on consecutive days. The mice were killed
on day 13, and the injured tendons were surgically removed and analyzed with
polarized light microscopy to assess the organization and molecular order of the
collagen fibers. All laser treated groups showed improved healing when compared
to injured control group. The best organization and aggregation of the collagen
bundles was shown by the animals of group A (685 nm, 3 J/cm2), followed by the
animals of group C (830 nm, 3 J/cm2), and B (685 nm, 10 J/cm2), and finally, the
animals of group D (830 nm, 10 J/cm2). The authors concluded:
“All wavelengths and fluences used in this study were efficient at
accelerating the healing process of Achilles tendon post-tenotomy,
particularly after the 685-nm laser irradiation, at 3 J/cm2. It suggests
the existence of wavelength tissue specificity and dose dependency.”
In this study, lesser exposure to laser irradiation fluence resulted in an
improved healing outcome than higher doses of exposure. This was true for both
the 685 nm and the 830 nm wavelengths. Compared to the control injured tendons,
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there was a 208% improved tissue response with 685-nm laser irradiation at 3
J/cm2. These authors note:
“The best tissue response was obtained after the 685-nm laser
irradiation, at the dosage of 3 J/cm2.”
“Our results suggest that laser irradiation (particularly using the
685-nm laser, at the dosage of 3 J/cm2) produced an increase of cell
proliferation
through
changes
in
mitochondrial
physiology,
subsequently affecting RNA synthesis, which, in turn, alters the
expression of various cell regulatory proteins.”
•••••
Another comparative fluence study from 2006 was authored by Denise
Hawkins and colleagues, and published in the journal Lasers in Surgery and
Medicine and titled (14):
Fibroblasts Following Helium-Neon Laser Irradiation, The Role of
Laser Fluence in Cell Viability, Proliferation, and Membrane Integrity of
Wounded Human Skin
The authors used a 3 mW, 632.8 nm laser exposure on wounded human skin
fibroblasts and irradiated them using different laser fluences (0.5, 2.5, 5, 10, and
16 J/cm2) with a single exposure on 2 consecutive days. Changes in fibroblast cell
morphology were evaluated by light microscopy. Changes in mitochondrial activity
using adenosine triphosphate (ATP) luminescence, cell proliferation using neutral
red and an alkaline phosphatase (ALP) activity assay, membrane integrity using
lactate dehydrogenase (LDH), and percentage cytotoxicity and DNA damage using
the Comet assay were also completed. The authors concluded:
“Morphologically, wounded cells exposed to 5 J/cm2 migrate rapidly
across the wound margin indicating a stimulatory or positive
influence of phototherapy. A dose of 5 J/cm2 has a stimulatory
influence on wounded fibroblasts with an increase in cell proliferation
and cell viability without adversely increasing the amount of cellular
and molecular damage.”
“Higher doses (10 and 16 J/cm2) were characterized by a decrease in
cell viability and cell proliferation with a significant amount of
damage to the cell membrane and DNA.”
“Results show that 5 J/cm2 stimulates mitochondrial activity, which
leads to normalization of cell function and ultimately stimulates cell
proliferation and migration of wounded fibroblasts to accelerate
wound closure. Laser irradiation can modify cellular processes in a
dose or fluence (J/cm2) dependent manner.”
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•••••
In 2008, researchers from the Laboratory of Laser Life Science & Institute of
Laser Life Science, South China Normal University, China, published an article in the
journal Cellular Physiology and Biochemistry titled (15):
Low-power laser irradiation inhibiting Abeta25-35-induced PC12 cell
apoptosis via PKC activation
In this study the authors assess the application of low-level laser therapy as
an approach to the attenuation of Alzheimer’s disease risk when applied to rat cells.
Their research clearly demonstrates a biphasic response to the application of these
cells to laser fluence. They note:
“Apoptosis is a contributing pathophysiological mechanism of
Alzheimer’s disease (AD). Recently, low-power laser irradiation
(LPLI) has been applied to moderate AD.”
“Low-power laser irradiation (LPLI) can modulate various cellular
processes such as proliferation, differentiation and apoptosis. It has
been reported that laser irradiation has a stimulatory effect on cell
proliferation at relatively low fluence, but an inhibitory effect at
higher fluence.”
“The data show that a short time or low fluence of LPLI could reverse
the increased level of [neuronal disease]. “When the irradiation time
was prolonged to 40 min, LPLI could not reverse the increased level
of [neuronal disease]. The amount of LPLI fluence, thus, can affect
the responses in cell[s].”
“In summary, a controlled low dose LPLI can have anti-apoptotic
effect on cells.”
•••••
In 2009, researchers from the Department of Experimental Surgery, Federal
University of São Paulo, Brazil, published a study in the journal Support Care
Cancer, titled (16):
Cyclooxygenase-2 and vascular endothelial growth factor expression
in 5-fluorouracil-induced oral mucositis in hamsters: evaluation of two lowintensity laser protocols
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The authors investigated the mechanisms whereby low-intensity laser
therapy affects the severity of oral mucositis. They exposed hamsters to the
chemical 5-fluorouracil, and then randomly allocated into three groups:
35 mW laser
100 mW laser
Controls, no laser
The severity of clinical mucositis was assessed at four time-points using
harvested buccal tissue. This tissue was immunohistochemistry assessed for
cyclooxygenase-2, the enzyme that converts arachidonic acid into the proinflammatory eicosanoid hormone prostaglandin E2. The findings include:
“Peak severity of mucositis was reduced in the 35 mW laser group as
compared to the 100 mW laser and control groups. This reduced peak
clinical severity of mucositis in the 35 mW laser group was
accompanied by a significantly lower level of COX-2 staining. The 100
mW laser did not have an effect on the severity of clinical mucositis.”
“The tissue response to laser therapy appears to vary by dose. Lowintensity laser therapy appears to reduce the severity of mucositis, at
least in part, by reducing COX-2 levels and associated inhibition of the
inflammatory response.”
•••••
In 2012, researchers from the Department of Psychology, Pharmacology and
Toxicology, University of Texas at Austin, Austin, TX, published a study in the
Journal of Alzheimers Disease, titled (17):
Low-Level Light Therapy Improves Cortical Metabolic Capacity and Memory
Retention
These authors tested the hypothesis that in vivo LLLT facilitates cortical
oxygenation and metabolic energy capacity and thereby improves memory
retention in rats. They note that cerebral hypometabolism characterizes mild
cognitive impairment and Alzheimer's disease. Low-level light therapy (LLLT)
enhances the metabolic capacity of neurons through photostimulation of the
mitochondrial enzyme that catalyzes oxygen consumption in cellular respiration.
The experiments “showed the memory enhancing effect of LLLT.” These authors
note:
“Growing evidence supports that neuronal metabolic enhancement by
LLLT positively impacts neuronal function in vitro and in vivo.”
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“Based on its effects on energy metabolism, it is proposed that
LLLT will also affect the cerebral cortex in vivo and modulate higherorder cognitive functions such as memory.”
The experiments “showed that LLLT induced hormetic dose-response
effects on the metabolic capacity of the prefrontal cortex.”
“These data suggest that LLLT can enhance cortical metabolic
capacity and retention of extinction memories, and implicate LLLT as
a novel intervention to improve memory.”
“Low-level light therapy (LLLT) with red to near-infrared light is a
promising and novel neurotherapeutic intervention in animals and
humans.”
“A hormetic dose-response increase in cytochrome oxidase activity
was detected at 24 h in the prefrontal cortex of rats exposed to
LLLT.”
“The lower LLLT dose induced a significant 13.6% increase in mean
cytochrome oxidase activity, compared to control. Higher LLLT doses
resulted in no significant differences compared to control.”
“These results demonstrate that the lower dose had a significant
stimulatory effect on cortical metabolic capacity. The data also show
a tendency towards reduced enhancement of metabolic capacity with
increasing doses, supporting a hormetic dose-response effect.”
“Lower LLLT doses, but not higher doses, induced a significant
increase in brain cytochrome oxidase 24 h after treatment. It is
believed that far from being a spurious result, this hormetic response
on neurometabolic stimulation is representative of the distinctive and
well-characterized dose-response effect of LLLT. Hormesis describes
a dose-response effect in which there is stimulation of a biological
process at a low dose and no effect or even inhibition of that process
at a high dose.”
“In the case of LLLT, extensive in vitro data support
photostimulatory effects with lower (0.001–10 J/cm2) doses and
inhibition with higher (>10 J/cm2) doses.”
“Our data can be interpreted as supportive of the current mechanistic
paradigm of LLLT that implicates hormetic enhancement of energy
metabolism.”
•••••
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In their 2007 book Younger Next Year, attorney Chris Crowley and
physcian Henry Lodge, MD, detail the interrelationship between pro-inflammatory
and anti-inflammatory cytokines (proteins produced by immune system cells) (18).
The most improtant of the anti-inflammatory cytokines is interleukin-10 (IL-10). IL10 “is the master chemical for repair and growth.” It “is the key because growth is
the magic you are after.”
In 2014, researchers from the Department of Immunology, University of São
Paulo, Brazil, published a study in the Journal of Lasers in Medicine and Science
titled (19):
Low-level laser therapy attenuates the myeloperoxidase activity and
inflammatory mediator generation in lung inflammation induced by gut
ischemia and reperfusion: a dose-response study
These authors evaluated the dose-response effect of low-level laser therapy
on lung inflammation induced by Intestinal ischemia and reperfusion in mice.
Increasing doses (1, 3, 5 and 7.5 J/cm2) of laser irradiation (660 nm) was carried
out on the mice skin over the upper bronchus for 5 min after initiating reperfusion.
The authors found that low-level laser therapy significantly increased the
protein levels of IL-10 in inflamed mice, however only in the dose of 1J/cm(2). They
specifically state:
“IL-10 is an anti-inflammatory cytokine.”
“IL-10 attenuates the pro-inflammatory cytokine production and
tissue injury following ischemia and reperfusion injury.”
“The dose of 1 J/cm2 caused a significant rise of IL-10.”
“We observe that only the dose of 1J/cm2 was effective to increased
IL-10 levels.”
“A depiction from Arndt Schulz model illustrates a possible dose
‘sweet spot’ at the target tissue. This law suggests that insufficient
power density or too short time exposure will result in no effect on
the pathological process and, that too much power density and / or
long time exposure may have inhibitory effects.”
“IL-10 is an anti-inflammatory cytokine that inhibits the release of
pro-inflammatory cytokines from monocytes/macrophages, thus
preventing subsequent tissue damage.”
“Low-level laser therapy acts as an anti-inflammatory mediator by
reducing the classical features of tendinitis by increasing the IL-10
concentration in inflamed tissue.”
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“We showed that low-level laser therapy has a protective effect on
lung inflammation via the increase of IL-10.”
•••••
In 2014, researchers from the Department of Physical Therapy, China Medical
University, Taiwan, published a study in the journal Photomedicine and Laser
Surgery, titled (20):
The fluence effects of low-level laser therapy on inflammation, fibroblastlike synoviocytes, and synovial apoptosis in rats with adjuvant-induced
arthritis
The authors evaluated the effect of low-level laser therapy operating at low
and high fluences on induced joint inflammation and arthritis in rats. They note that
data indicates that low-level laser therapy is effective in patients with inflammation
caused by rheumatoid arthritis; however, the fluence effects of low-level laser
therapy are unclear.
After induction of arthritis, the animals were exposed to 4.5 J/cm2 or
72 J/cm2 daily for 10 days. Afterwards the animals were euthanized and their
arthritic ankles were collected for histopathological analysis. The authors detail how
the pro-inflammatory cytokine TNF-alpha drives the pathology of rheumatoid
arthritis. They state:
“Our results point to a significant decrease in the modulation of
expression of TNF-alpha and inflammatory cells when they are
irradiated by low-level laser therapy at a fluence of 4.5 J/cm2 72 h
after the induction of inflammatory arthritis in the rat ankle.”
“Low-level laser therapy at a fluence of 4.5 J/cm2 significantly
reduced infiltration of inflammatory cells and expressions of TNFalpha.”
“No significant changes were observed in these biochemicals and
inflammation in arthritic animals treated with 72 J/cm2.”
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SUMMARY
The studies reviewed here represent multiple countries, universities, and
clinical applications, yet they all find that the application of low-level laser therapy
is hormetic. The concepts and studies presented indicate that the application of
laser photon therapy is not linear, but rather bell shaped. This bell-shaped concept
is also known as biphasic dose response, hormetic (hormesis), and/or the ArndtSchulz rule. This hormesis concept has been scientifically published since 1888, and
continues to gain strength and support. It is particularly relevant and important to
everyone using low-level laser therapy.
Dan Murphy, DC
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There is a great discussion pertaining to photon energy levels in
Wikipedia.
Particularly pertinent is:
A photon’s energy is equal to Plank’s Constant times the speed
of light and inversely to its wavelength
Photon
Energy

=

(Plank’s Constant) X (Speed of Light)
Wavelength

This means that lasers with shorter wavelengths have more energy:
Violet (405 nm) has more than red (635) has more than infrared (830).
Violet (405 nm) > green (535 nm) > red (635) > infrared (830)
Since it is the photonic energy, not depth of penetration or temperature
that enhances healing, shorter wavelength lasers have distinct
advantages
• Dog Cancer Study
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Laser Math
Published thresholds are in J/cm2
W

=

watts

mW

=

milliwatts

J

=

Joules

S

=

time in seconds

1W

=

1000mW

1mW

=

.001W

5mW

=

.005W

J

=

(W) X (S)

=

Fluence

Suggestions:
•
Assume each diode is 1cm2
•

Since the distance between the diodes are greater than 1cm
J/cm2 is calculated per diode

•

Total fluence is J/cm2 X # of diodes
Each Erchonia diode is 7.5mW = .0075W

1J
2J
5J
10J

=
=
=
=

133 seconds
267 seconds
667 seconds
1333 seconds

=
=
=
=

2 minutes
4 minutes
11 minutes
22 minutes

13 seconds
27 seconds
7 seconds
15 seconds

A typical spot application is between 5-10 minutes
(≈ 3-5 J/cm2)

Laser Applications
Things that Enhance Laser Therapy
Omega-3s (Udo, 1993)
Omega-6/Omega-3

Things that Impair Laser Therapy
NSAIDs
Steroids

CoQ-10
Acetyl-l-Carnitine

Statin Drugs

Alpha Lipoic Acid

Physically Unfit
(decreased mitochondria)

Mg++

Exceeding the Hormetic Threshold

Coconut Oil

Failure to do the Nervous System

A Darker Room

Increased Ambient Light

Close as Reasonable

Increased Distance from Part

“All laser treatment [should be] proceeded by a stimulating irradiating of the
vertebra that innervates the damaged area.” Page 146
The biostimulatory action of laser therapy is countered by the presence of NSAIDs
and steroids that are non-acceptors of laser therapy, as the latter block the
membrane channels and antennae pigment receptors that laser therapy relies
upon.” Page 91

